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BOB BONDURANT America’s
Uncrowned World Driving
Champion by Phil Henny.
Hardbound; 11 3/ 8˝ x 8 3/ 4˝; 189
pages; 138 black & white photos,
74 color photos. Published by
Editions Cotty, Portland, OR.
www.philhenny.com $75.00

Phil Henny has done it again.
The former Shelby American race
mechanic and fabricator turned
author has put together an excel-
lent narrative of the life of Bob
Bondurant, one of the Cobra
Team’s most notable drivers.
Turning the pages of this book is
like going through Bob’s personal
scrapbook, and maybe that’s the
way it was envisioned. There are a
dozen pages of introductions, a
foreword, an author’s note, two
pages of acknowledgements and
some dedications before the book
even begins, giving it the feel of a
good old boys network — which it
is. All of these guys were attracted
to Shelby American early in their
careers and now, in their golden
years, they are looking back with
an appreciation and sense of oblig-
ation to each other. The books is
filled with photos of most of
Bondurant’s races, those he raced
with and against, and a bit of nar-
ration explaining what happened
and why it was important. Portions
of race programs, grid sheets,
posters and track diagrams all
help to put you there. It takes you
from Bondo’s sports car racing
days through his driving school in
Phoenix. It’s a pleasant trip.

MILLION DOLLAR  MUSCLE
CARS by Colin Comer. Hard-
bound; 9 1.2˝ x 11 13/ 4˝; 192 pages,
242 color photos. Published by
Motorbooks, Galtier Plaza, Suite
200, 380 Jackson St, St. Paul, MN
55101. $34.95

Five years ago this book would
have been a work of fiction, written
by someone with an overactive
imagination and maybe a touch of
wishful thinking. But today,
thanks to the atmosphere that
swirls around the upper levels of
the collector and musclecar market
(which includes the televised-in-
real-time Barrett-Jackson auction
every January in Scottsdale,
Arizona, the speed-of-light commu-
nication of cell phones, text mes-
saging and the internet and the
automobile-as-investment cli-
mate), like it or not million dollar
musclecars have become more or
less a reality. The book is divided
into two sections: seven-figure cars
and six-figures and rising. All are
worthy of being mentioned. This is
a coffee table book which means
the photography, almost all of it in
color, is nothing short of superb.
The examples chosen for inclusion
are all restored to perfection. You
don’t have to be a big money
investor to appreciate this book.
You can thumb through it and
hope that your dreams come true.

SHELBY, THE RACE DRIVER –
With Remembrances by
Carro ll Shelby by Art Evans.
Softbound; 11˝ x 8 1/ 2˝; 192 pages;
229 black & white photos. Photo
Data Research, LLC, 800 S Pacific
Coast Hwy, Redondo Beach, CA
90277. 310-540-8068  photodata-
research@yahoo.com $29.95

Just about every book written
about Shelby or his cars makes ref-
erence, usually very briefly, to his
racing career. His competition
experience in the 1950s provided
him with the practical knowledge
and background—the gravitas—
which enabled him to speak with
authority about sports car racing.
When Ford became excited about
using the Cobra and GT40 to bur-
nish their performance image, they
turned to Shelby. And he was any-
thing but bashful about being their
racing expert.

His racing experience lasted
eight years, from 1952 through
1960. This book provides a year by
year examination of his racing
record, using period photographs
and Shelby’s own remembrances of
each event. The five page appendix
lists every race he drove in: date
track, event name, car, entrant
name and finishing position. 

Art Evans has written a hand-
ful of books dealing with various
facets of west coast sports car rac-
ing in the 1950s. Like the others,
this one is well researched and pro-
fusely illustrated, using period
photos that provide an excellent
examination of the history of
Shelby’s career. 
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SHELBY. The Man. The Cars.
The Legend. by Wallace A. Wyss.
Softbound; 6˝ x 9˝; 208 pages; 49
black & white photos. Iconografix,
PO Box 446, Hudson, WI 54016.
$19.95.

Wally Wyss is no stranger to
the world of Shelby American. He
has been lurking around the
periphery of the hobby for more
than 30 years. His first book,
“Shelby’s Wildlife,” is the worst ref-
erence source for these cars ever
written. Ironically, it has probably
sold more copies than any other
book on this subject. This has, no
doubt, prodded him into this fol-
low-up book.

It contains 18 chapters. Each
one begins with an anecdote or
narrative, written in the second
person by someone who was
there—someone who could see
someone else sweating or could
hear someone’s comments made
under there breath. The problem is
that Wyss wasn’t there for any of
it. He puts words into people’s
mouths and extracts thoughts
from their heads—things he
records as facts but which he could
not possibly know. It’s fine writing
as far as fiction goes, but there is
no room in a book like this for fic-
tion.

In relating the oft-told Shelby
story, Wyss gets most of the facts
right. What is troublesome are his
continual attempts to draw conclu-
sions which may or not be right. He
does this with such certainty that
he leaves no room for doubt. And
we have plenty.

There are also some sloppy
errors you would expect from a
freshman in a high school writing
class. For example, describing the
finish of the 1968 Daytona 24-
Hours, which included Group II
(Trans-Am) cars, he says, “At the
end of the race, it rolled to the fin-
ish in third overall just behind
three Porsche 907 prototypes...”
Huh?

Here’s another example of spe-
cious thinking: In describing the
1968 Trans-Am program, Wyss
says, “Shelby’s mechanics during
that year still tell horror stories of
engines arriving from Dearborn
that were missing vital parts like
push rods. The long simmering
belief of the Shelby crew that Ford
Dearborn favored the NASCAR
racers was fueled by Ford’s sending
of bum engines to the Shelby team
in ’68.” 

So, someone at Ford (unnamed,
of course) wanted Shelby to lose
the 1968 Trans-Am series—even
though the company was paying
them a fair amount of sponsorship
money. According to Chuck Cant-
well and Lew Spencer, when Ford
sent tunnelport engines to Shelby
they came with orders to install
them without touching them. They
had already been dyno-tested. Uh,
without push rods, Wally?

These are just a couple of
examples. Trust us, there are plen-
ty more. We found questionable
comments, quotes or ideas on just
about every page. Truth be known,
we could not bring ourselves to
read the entire book. It was just too
tedious. That’s the way it was for
us, and if you’re familiar with the
story of Shelby and his cars, we
suspect that’s the way it will be for
you, too. The things we know are
erroneous made us wonder if
things which we didn’t could also
be erroneous. This doubt clung to
every page. We suspect the buyers
of this book will form two groups.
Those who don’t know very much
about the Shelby story, and those
who are curious to see how badly
that story can be told.

SHELBY CARS IN DETAIL.
Cars o f the Shelby American
Collection by Frank Barrett &
Boyd Jaynes. Hardbound; 11
3/ 4”x131/ 4”; 272 pages; 154 color
photos. 3 black & white. David
Bull Publishing, 4250 E. Camel-
back Rd, Suite K150, Phoenix, AZ
85018 602-852-9500. $149.95.

If you look up “coffee table
book” in the dictionary you’ll see a
picture of this book. It’s that good.
Here’s the premise: take 26 of the
most historically interesting cars
currently being displayed in the
Shelby American Collection in
Boulder, Colorado, compile a syn-
opsis of their history and why they
are important, and then get a pro-
fessional photographer to take stu-
dio shots of each one  — both por-
traits of the entire car and detail
shots of significant features. Take
the photos, which are virtually per-
fect in composition and execution,
and put them into an oversized,
hard cover book. Other marques
wish they had something like this.
Since the Shelby American
Collection features primarily
Cobras, they make up most of this
book. But there are a few GT40s, a
couple of R-Models, a ‘65 GT350,
and AC Ace, one of the Ferraris
that Shelby raced in the late 1950s
and the white-with-blue-stripes
Falcon Sedan Delivery used by
Peter Brock when he was running
Shelby’s driving school. When you
stare at these photos, time will vir-
tually stop for you.
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We’ve always maintained that when you see
a Shelby or a Cobra in an ad which has no
connection to the car, it’s no coincidence.
Somebody purposely included that car in
the picture. For example, take this school
bus brochure. In 1995, SAAC member
Sonny Robbins of Richmond, IN was
involved in photographing the brochure.
One of the pictures was intended to show
that the Carpenter Classmate SW (single
wheel) bus would easily fit into a single
parking space. Robbins just happened to
own 6S1633 – a pretty snappy looking
GT350H. What better car to have parked
next to the orange bus? The history of
6S1633 is an interesting one, aside from
appearing in the brochure. The car was
originally shipped to Shelby dealer Jerry
Alderman Ford in Indianapolis for dealer
prep prior to being pressed into service at
the Indianapolis International Airport’s
Hertz agency. When its rental shelf life
expired it went to Ed Martin Fordland in
Indianapolis and was purchased by its first

owner who lived in Danville, IN. Now bear
with us, here. Danville is about 10 miles
west of Indianapolis. Owner number 1 kept
the car less than a year and a half and sold
it to owner number 2 who lived in
Martinsville, IN, about 30 miles to the
south. A year later he traded it in to a deal-
er in Martinsville. It sat on the lot only a
month before going to owner number 4, also
from Martinsville. Nine months later the
car was sold to owner number 5 who lived in
Bedford, IN, about 40 miles south of
Martinsville. Owner number 6 lived in
Springville, IN, about ten miles to the
northwest. And number 7, the current
owner, entered the picture nine years later.
He lives in Richmond, IN, about 125 miles
to the northeast of Springville and about 75
miles east of Indianapolis.

In the last 41 years, 6S1633 has gone
through seven owners and never left
Indiana. Further, it has never been more
than 75 miles from Indianapolis where it
landed after leaving Shelby American. 

RACING SPORTS CARS –
Memories o f the Fifties by Art
Evans. Softbound; 11˝ x 8 1/ 2˝; 273
pages; 234 black & white photos.
Photo Data Research, LLC, 800 S
Pacific Coast Hwy, Redondo
Beach, CA 90277 310-540-8068
photodataresearch@yahoo.com
$39.95

Art Evans has combined the
recollections of sixty of the best
known American sports car drivers
of the 1950s with photos of 74 dif-
ferent cars he shot when they were
racing on the west coast during
that time. The result is an interest-
ing read, told through the eyes of
the drivers who were there. And it
comes through their own words.
The Cobra just didn’t pop up one
day in 1962—and neither did those
who built them, drove them, or
competed against them. They all
began cutting their teeth in the
1950s. Books like this help provide
a context for the pre-Cobra days.
Carroll Shelby, Dan Gurney, Peter
Brock, Lew Spencer, Phil Hill, Bob
Bondurant, Dave MacDonald, Bill
Krause and Ken Miles are names
familiar to anyone who knows
Cobras. This book tells what they
did prior to their “Cobra days.” And
it’s not limited to those we’re famil-
iar with due to their Cobra involve-
ment. Drivers like Zora Duntov.
Briggs Cunningham, Augie Pabst,
Scooter Patrick, Colin Chapman,
John Fitch, Jim Hall and Stirling
Moss all pitch in to tell their sto-
ries. Sports car racing in the 1950s
was the preamble to the Cobra’s
emergence into the sports car
world in the 1960s. This book helps
weave the tapestry. It is definitely
worth a read.
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Tom Dankel of Hollister, CA was flying out
of Westchester  Airport in White Plains, NY
when he couldn’t help but notice the above
ad displayed along the boarding gate. It was
not a coincidence, as IBM’s corporate head-
quarters is near by. But the Cobra? That’s
probably not a coinc idence, either, as it
has become one of the most recognizeable
cars in the world.

A garage organizer company has this bill-
board along Highway 50 in Sacramento
(SAACramento?). Eagle-eye Ron Kaye of
Shingle Springs, CA reports that they have
four showrooms in the area... and three of
them have Cobra replicas on the floor! No
longer is building a workbench out of 2x4s
and 3/4” plywood good enough. Or using an
old set of kitchen counters and cabinets.
Moving your garage up to the next level is
the aim of this company: epoxy floor and
matching cabinets and benches are all part
of the look that converts a nondescript
garage into a “garage-mahal.’ And once
you have it looking like this. are you going
to park a rusty, clapped out ‘63 Falcon four-
door there? No sirrree. A dream garage is
only the backdrop for a dream car. That‘s
where the Cobra comes in. Now, where did
you put that Powerball ticket?

When insurance agent and SAAC member
Russ Beyer of Scottsdale, AZ opened up this
marketing brochure he was pretty sur-
prised to find the computer-generated
images of a 427 Cobra and a Daytona Coupe
used as attention grabbers. And there’s no
question they are. And where you least
expect them!

Following a trip to SAAC-32 from Denver, Mary Sue Powell and Bill Miller landed home long
enough to repack their suitcases with clean clothes and head out on another road trip (Miller
drove his GT350H to the track, participated in the vintage race, and drove it back home!).
This time in a Lincoln, they hit Seattle, Vancouver, Portland, Sacramento, Long Beach, Las
Vegas and back to Denver. In Dana Point, California Mary Sue was on the lookout for a
kayak store on the Pacific Coast highway that she had seen in the past. Sure enough, it was
still there. It was the Cobra sign that caught her eagle eye.

Just about every profession or business has
at least one publication that is dedicated to
their specialty. And as you can imagine,
they have almost no readership outside of
that profession. For example, you wouldn’t
expect to see a copy of Reinforced Plastics in
the magazine rack at your barber shop, den-
tist’s office or hospital waiting room. But if
your work is in the fiberglass, carbon fibre
or plastics molding business you probably
look forward to each issue of this magazine.
After Steve Hague of Newark, DE finishes
his copy of Hustler, the first magazine he
grabs is Reinforced Plastics.

Alan Jackson likes cars. We know that. And
he’s especially partial to  Fords. We also
know that because he is a SAAC member
and he has, among other cars, a CSX4000.
He even showed up at SAAC-26 in
Charlotte in 2001. So when eagle eye Dan
Drury of Cape Girardeau, MO sent us this
photo of Alan and his wife sitting in an
early T-Bird in their garage and there was a
red ‘68 Shelby convertible in the back-
ground it wasn’t a surprise to us. We recall
seeing the car on one of his CDs.
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Michael Mark of Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada spotted this Cobra in an ad in a
Ham radio  magazine called QST. We’re
certain those letters mean something to
ham radio operators but it was lost on us.
It’s hard to tell with those sunglasses on,
but the driver looks an awful lot like Scott
Hirose.

We spotted this full-page ad in the October ‘07 issue of Road & Track but we won’t accept the
designation “Eagle Eye” on this one because you’d have to be as blind as a bat to miss it.
It’s a very cool ad and the fact that the Cobra is a replica doesn’t diminish that one bit. How
can we tell? Look how far outside of the fender that front tire sits...

David Curenton of Eufaula, AL had a hard
time missing this illustration in the 8/28/07
Courier-Journal newspaper (Louisville,
KY). The automotive article explained the
concept of an anti-ro ll bar and they chose
a blue 427 Cobra with white stripes to do it.

Mary Sue Powell of Englewood, CO was
surprised to see this large sign in front of a
high school near Hot Springs, AR. It is obvi-
ously the home of the “Cobras.”
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This ad for automotive certification was spotted in a car magazine in Bangkok by Howard
Landau of Glen Rock, NJ. Ok, not much remarkable there, except what the heck was Landau
doing in Bangkok? He won’t talk – he’s a tough nut to crack. But what IS remarkable is that
Landau just happens to own CSX3003, a Guardsman Blue 427 comp car with white LeMans
stripes, exactly like the one pictured in the ad. That’s Twilight Zone material, folks!



One of the neatest ads we’ve seen in a long
time was sent to us by Bill Imbrock of
Hamler, OH. He spotted it in the July ‘08
issue of the “Ohio  Farmer” magazine —
not a publication that comes across our
desk with any regularity. Mycogen sure
knows how to sell grain corn hybrid seeds! 

Dan Drury of Cape Girardeau, MO turns up
some pretty interesting stuff and this ad
for Wix filters is an example. Virgin Atlantic Airways ran a print ad in which they put their logo on a cartoon model of a

‘66 GT350. From this perspective it almost looks real. It was spotted by Eagle Eye Ken
Young of alternately Sturgeon Bay, WI and Naples, FL.

This envelope is used by a bank when cus-
tomers withdraw money or cash checks,
Unfortunately, we lost track of who sent it
to us.
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Master Eagle Eye Jim Hutchinson of
Cambridge, MA saw this ruby eyes snake
bracelet in the Pyramid Collection catalog.
“Uraeus, the cobra, represented supreme,
divine royal wisdom and power to the
ancient Egyptians.” So says the description.
So it isn’t too much o f a stretch to think
that if Shelby known anything about
ancient Egypt, people today would be dri-
ving 289 Uraeus and 427 Uraeus models.



If there was an award for the most outrageous display piece then SAAC member Quang Le of Philomont, VA would have to win it hands-
down. He just happens to have sitting in his office a brand new, complete, zero-miles, never-started 427 single overhead cam engine. Yes, it
sort of takes your breath away and double takes are definitely allowed. Quang purchased it for an undisclosed sum—if his wife had any idea
she would probably be torn between filing for divorce or having him committed to a mental institution. He purchased it from Mike Patak of
Mike’s Classic Cars in Blair, NE. According to Patak, he discovered the engine being used as a hallway coat rack for forty years. He had a cus-
tom-made glass display case built for it, complete with art-quality spotlights and wheels so it can be moved around. NOS parts are nothing
new, but when is the last time you heard of a complete NOS engine? And not just any engine but arguably one of the rarest production engines
ever made: a 427 cubic-inch Ford Cammer !

Cobra night lights seem to be
popular items. We’ve seen them
in several different trinket cata-
logs. Price is usually $9.95 —
probably the most affordable
Cobra ever!
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We’ve all seen the fiberglass 50-foot giants used to advertise
everything from lumber yards to dealerships, restaurants to...
well, muffler shops. This ad for Travelers Insurance shows the
muffler shop giant after dropping his giant muffler on a Cobra.
It’s attention getting (one of the goals of a good ad) but before you
start moaning, we put a magnifying glass on the ad. It’s a repli-
ca, not an original Cobra. And the damage to the fender was
photo-shopped in. Thanks to Bryan Harrah of Rodeo, CA who
spotted this in an issue of Time magazine.

You probably remember the silver, 2-seat Cobra concept car that Ford
built in 2004 when it was casting about for a possible competitor for
the Corvette and Viper by resurrecting a Cobra-type of sports car..
Only one was ever made and it got plenty of ink in all the car maga-
zines. If you were at SAAC-29 you would have seen it on display at
the convention hotel in Ann Arbor, MI. This particular Cobra never
grew wings, as they say in the car biz, but that didn’t stop a toy
manufacturer from using it as the basis for a battery-powered, radio-
controlled model. If coming out with a toy based on a single concept
car strikes you as unusual, it’s not. Recall there were models or slot
cars of other one-of-a-kind cars like the 427 Super Coupe, the Lang
Cooper and the Kemp Cobra.



About a dozen Eagle-Eyes sent us this full
page ad from an issue of Popular Mechanics
and we’d have to admit that it is pretty well
done. Being over 50, like these gearheads
obviously are, means having the kind of dis-
posable income for the toys you dreamed
about when you were in your twenties.

You don’t see these very often anymore, but
back in the 1950s there were water-soluble
decals, usually about 2 1/2” x 4”, for every
state and for most cities and towns. They
were available at rest stops, gas stations
and restaurants along the highways across
the country, and the idea was that you got
one when you visited somewhere and put it
on your car’s side or back window. The
decals served as bragging rights for vaca-
tioners and in the 1950s, traveling out of
your state or across the country was,
indeed, something to brag about. Ross
Harmon of Santa Monica, CA found this
one, celebrating Shelby, Montana.

Kei and Miki Iinuma of Honolulu, HI driven
a Cobra (CSX7000 or Mid-States replica) to
just about every convention since SAAC-22,
racking up over 30,000 miles. In their
travels they’ve seen just about everything,
including this sign in San Jose, CA.

And speaking of Ross Harmon, we like his
style. He otook advantage of the USPS’s
offer to create stamps with a photo of
your choice, and his choice was his black
and gold Hertz car, 6S1694. He has made
stamp collectors out of us!

New Zealand Cobra fans could find them-
selves with a real drinking problem if
they took a liking to this beer. Graeme Snell
of New Plymouth sent us this label. Nobody
ever said being an eagle eye would be easy
but Snelly is willing to do his part.
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If you walk past a greeting card rack your eye may be caught by a Guardsman Blue 427
Cobra. American Greetings, in Cleveland, OH uses the image of a S/C (could be a replica—
it’s impossible to tell) on many of its cards because it is a car that does grab your attention.
Those Eagle Eyes who can get past Bambi will see that the image on this card has been
flipped, causing the car to appear to be right-hand drive. A minor point, of course, but one not
lost on a true connoisseur.

We don’t know how he keeps coming up
with this bizarre stuff, and we’re not sure
we want to know. Jim Hutchinson sent us a
Christmas card from Thamed Ditton, where
the Cobras were born. Our best guess is
that when it comes to Cobra stuff,
Hutchinson is the human equivalent of a
magnet. He attracts this stuff.

If a Cobra seat isn’t the ultimate in a
garage accessory, it’s got be on the short list.
SAAC member Peter Klutt of Ontario,
Canada (you’ve seen him on “Dream Car
Garage”) started a company that has a com-
plete catalog of stuff you can lay in bed at
night and dream about. The problem is, if
you make your garage too neat and cozy you
won’t want to take your car out for a drive.
It’s never easy, is it?

Mike Chambliss of Melbourne, FL spotted
this fine looking ad in an issue of Mike
Kelly’s Cruise News. The actual ad was
about three times the size it is reproduced
here so it was hard to miss.

Eagle Eye Ed Wey of Waxhaw, NC spotted this photo of a ‘67 Shelby in a 1969 issue of Life
magazine. It depicts someone waiting for the blast-off of the Apollo 11 moonlanding mission
at Cape Kennedy, FL.
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